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II. Context and Background

Why do states seek waivers?Why do states seek waivers?
Expand insurance coverageExpand insurance coverage
Change benefits and costChange benefits and cost--sharingsharing
ReRe--direct DSH or SCHIP fundsdirect DSH or SCHIP funds
Use existing state spending to leverage new federal Use existing state spending to leverage new federal 
fundsfunds
In the case of the new In the case of the new ““megamega--waivers,waivers,”” the motivation the motivation 
has been to make sweeping changes, preserve and has been to make sweeping changes, preserve and 
protect federal funding, or a combination of the twoprotect federal funding, or a combination of the two

III. Current Directions
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Mega-Waivers

The section 1115 waiver The section 1115 waiver ““do jourdo jour”” is the sois the so--called called 
megamega--waiver or super waiverwaiver or super waiver
This is not an official term, but has come to be This is not an official term, but has come to be 
used to describe waivers that aim to achieve some used to describe waivers that aim to achieve some 
level of program reform in a more flexible funding level of program reform in a more flexible funding 
environmentenvironment
The following slides describe some of the The following slides describe some of the 
characteristics of the latest waivers that have been characteristics of the latest waivers that have been 
approved or are under reviewapproved or are under review
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Financing

Waivers have been used as a mechanism to Waivers have been used as a mechanism to 
““protectprotect”” federal funding streams that were at riskfederal funding streams that were at risk
In addition, states have used waivers to create soIn addition, states have used waivers to create so--
called called ““special needs care poolsspecial needs care pools””
The increased flexibility is accompanied by The increased flexibility is accompanied by 
milestones and accountability requirementsmilestones and accountability requirements
Examples: CA, FL, IA, LA (proposed)Examples: CA, FL, IA, LA (proposed)
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Benefits

States are using waivers to test the concept of States are using waivers to test the concept of 
offering different benefit packages to different offering different benefit packages to different 
groupsgroups
Some waivers even venture into the territory of Some waivers even venture into the territory of 
replacing the replacing the ““defined benefitdefined benefit”” model in Medicaid model in Medicaid 
with a with a ““defined contributiondefined contribution”” modelmodel
Examples: FL, SC (proposed), KY (proposed)Examples: FL, SC (proposed), KY (proposed)
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“HSA” Style Arrangements

States are showing interest in financial incentives States are showing interest in financial incentives 
to influence behavior in terms of purchasing to influence behavior in terms of purchasing 
decisions and/or positive health measuresdecisions and/or positive health measures
Enrollees can accrue funds by purchasing lower Enrollees can accrue funds by purchasing lower 
cost services, and can earn credits by keeping cost services, and can earn credits by keeping 
appointments, quitting smoking, etcappointments, quitting smoking, etc
Examples: FL, KY (proposed), WV (proposed)Examples: FL, KY (proposed), WV (proposed)
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Employer-Based Coverage

Encouraging the use of employerEncouraging the use of employer--sponsored sponsored 
insurance (ESI) was a stated objective of HIFA, insurance (ESI) was a stated objective of HIFA, 
and states continue to be interested in thisand states continue to be interested in this
The new HSAThe new HSA--style accounts may create a more style accounts may create a more 
powerful incentive to use ESI for coveragepowerful incentive to use ESI for coverage
Examples: NM, OK, LA (proposed)Examples: NM, OK, LA (proposed)
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Future of Waivers

The motivation to request a megaThe motivation to request a mega--waiver from waiver from 
CMS is often a combination of a desire to make CMS is often a combination of a desire to make 
sweeping program changes and a need to protect sweeping program changes and a need to protect 
federal financing mechanismsfederal financing mechanisms
It is unclear how many additional states would be It is unclear how many additional states would be 
in a position to avail themselves of the financing in a position to avail themselves of the financing 
flexibility afforded by these waiversflexibility afforded by these waivers
The recently passed Deficit Reduction Act may The recently passed Deficit Reduction Act may 
also change the landscape somewhatalso change the landscape somewhat

IV. Deficit Reduction Act
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Deficit Reduction Act Provisions

The DRA includes many provisions that would be The DRA includes many provisions that would be 
of interest to states currently contemplating of interest to states currently contemplating 
waivers:waivers:

Benefit and costBenefit and cost--sharing flexibilitysharing flexibility
Family Opportunity ActFamily Opportunity Act
Health Opportunity AccountsHealth Opportunity Accounts
SCHIP waiver limitationsSCHIP waiver limitations
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Future Impact of DRA

The DRA is likely to have various effects on the The DRA is likely to have various effects on the 
immediate future of section 1115 waivers:immediate future of section 1115 waivers:

States may delay preparation of waivers as they assess the States may delay preparation of waivers as they assess the ““fitfit”” of of 
the DRA flexibility with their own prioritiesthe DRA flexibility with their own priorities
In cases where the DRA does not afford them the flexibility theyIn cases where the DRA does not afford them the flexibility they
desire, states will continue to pursue waivers, as they have dondesire, states will continue to pursue waivers, as they have done in e in 
the pastthe past
However, CMS may look to the DRA for how far to go in granting However, CMS may look to the DRA for how far to go in granting 
state flexibilitystate flexibility
For states with financing issues, waivers are likely to continueFor states with financing issues, waivers are likely to continue to to 
be the preferred route, since the DRA does not address thisbe the preferred route, since the DRA does not address this
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V. For More Information

Contact InformationContact Information
Theresa Laper SachsTheresa Laper Sachs
Principal, HMA, Washington, DCPrincipal, HMA, Washington, DC
202202--785785--3669, ext. 193669, ext. 19
tsachs@healthmanagement.comtsachs@healthmanagement.com

Upcoming Issue BriefUpcoming Issue Brief
Issue brief on recent trends in waivers will be available at Issue brief on recent trends in waivers will be available at 
www.statecoverage.netwww.statecoverage.net in Marchin March

Consumer Directed Health Purchasing Issue Brief:Consumer Directed Health Purchasing Issue Brief:
www.statecoverage.net/pdf/issuebrief106.pdfwww.statecoverage.net/pdf/issuebrief106.pdf


